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Introduction

The “MN” (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) bulbs cause the atmospheric molecules to expand and the protective radioactive ions to explode, which causes viral contamination. In order to carry out close health control, always remember that the virus primarily role is to affect the blood and massively destroy the cells while intoxicating them; “MN” (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) is activated from a negative atmospheric energy, its interference with the organism accentuates the operational deficiency of the cellular rhythm in normal state and procreates a second law of the body gravity compared to the atmospheric deficiency which plays a primordial role in the Organ failure or Severe Gravity Syndrome by causing Immune failure at the level of: Muscular System, Blood System, Auditory and Ocular System, Lymphatic System and Brain. It is an atmospheric-air born virus, shaped as atmospheric gas bulbs that cause an expansion of the molecules composing the tissues of the ozone layer and a bursting of the protective radioactive ions against the ultraviolet rays of the sun, which causes a very dense and contaminated gas at the level of the earth atmosphere layer which is held by the electric current of the force of the waters and the force of attraction of the earth collects by the orbit speed of the planet Jupiter/side East/and the massive ejection force of the waters and the force of attraction of the earth collects by allowing it to renew itself. The component cells circulate at a steady rate at the heart rate and react according to the intensity of the body's magnetic energy. It is the level crossing of the blood system, it deteriorates the infectious level of blood while proceeding to the multiplication of red and white blood cells, the functional ion of this energy are located at the level of the central axis of the liver. This explains that the rejection of toxins at the level of the lymph acts on the protection of the body of any destructive energy. The atmospheric energetic molecular mass reacts directly on the blood system with the interference of the electromagnetic field of the interplanetary resistance related to the enigmatic network of Saturn and Jupiter at the bottom of the simple chemical equation composed of two essential agents which are oxygen and carbon. Oxygen plays the role of versatility between the cells constituting the neurons and traces itself on a trajectory symmetrical to the field of homogeneous mixing of hydrogen molecules in the atmosphere. A homogeneous and simple set to replace the body energy formula whatever its intensity. The human body encompasses 1 billion 69,000 nerves. The nerves are enveloped by a very fine texture while varying the temperature of the blood by stabilizing it and protecting the blood against the radiation and toxins.

Energy → Cognition

It is a substantial energy; it acts on the level of the blood circulation by allowing it to renew itself. The component cells circulate at a steady rate at the heart rate and react according to the intensity of the body's magnetic energy. It is the level crossing of the blood system, it deteriorates the infectious level of blood while proceeding to the multiplication of red and white blood cells, the functional ion of this energy are located at the level of the central axis of the liver. This explains that the rejection of toxins at the level of the lymph acts on the protection of the body of any destructive energy. The atmospheric energetic molecular mass reacts directly on the blood system with the interference of the electromagnetic field of the interplanetary resistance related to the enigmatic network of Saturn and Jupiter at the bottom of the simple chemical equation composed of two essential agents which are oxygen and carbon. Oxygen plays the role of versatility between the cells constituting the neurons and traces itself on a trajectory symmetrical to the field of homogeneous mixing of hydrogen molecules in the atmosphere. A homogeneous and simple set to replace the body energy formula whatever its intensity. The human body encompasses 1 billion 69,000 nerves. The nerves are enveloped by a very fine texture while varying the temperature of the blood by stabilizing it and protecting the blood against the radiation and toxins.
vision of the producing cells. The atmospheric energetic molecular mass reacts directly on the lymphatic circuit which is of a very high functional competence. The reaction of the energies at the level of the organism depends on the lymphatic resistance which is the crossing field of any foreign agent at the level of the body connected to the lymphatic circuit which serves as a stream comprising the elements necessary for the organism and the toxins rejected by the blood.

**Energy C → Brain**

It is an impulsive energy that allows the elimination of any toxic body accessing the envelopment of neurons that are made of a very thin but very strong connective and protective tissue acting on the lymph. Its texture is formed from chromosomes very rich in proteins and iron, it mainly participates in the constitution of embryonic cells, this element projects rays that act directly on the gray matter fighting in this way any radioactive or viral agent. The Atmospheric energetic molecular mass reacts directly on gray matter. The bulbs of this agent tend towards a gaseous mixture integrity that qualifies as sulfurous. At the bottom of the proportional equation, the phenomenon reacts on the cellular intersection and goes as far as the growth of the milky condensation of the spinal fluid. Gray matter is the only essence of the bone mechanism. This liquid contains 1 billion 175,000 active cells, each cell contains a neuron, each neuron contains all of an oxygen atom + an iron atom + a magnesium atom, each atom is enveloped by a thin wall containing a charge electricity of 127.566 KW/mill micron, this load represents the life of the organism.

**Relativity**

The three (3) energies' relativity creates the central neuron field shaped as a triangle providing an intensive force which is an electrical intensity that expands the circuits feeding the gray matter; this pressure causes a force on the cells composing the tissues and proceeds to the electric charge of the chromosomes, which creates the Body Gravity: The functional energy which defines the relativity in the body energy circuit and manipulate any offensive viral attack to the body, called immunity. The three angles are shaped as follow: The Substantial energy has some cellular fragments of the lymph and it is at this level that the nerve of the senses is located which is the motor of the brain. The root is located at the spine L5/S1 which is the most important region because it is the center of gravity and is the source of any organic failure. The gray matter is the only essence of the bone mechanism. This liquid contains 1 billion 175,000 active cells, each cell contains a neuron, each neuron comprises the set of: an atom of oxygen + an atom of iron + a volume of magnesium, each atom is enveloped by a thin wall containing an electric charge of 1 billion 175,000 particles surrounding the nucleus.

**The Shape**

The shape of the "MN" (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) is rounded and carries 1 rectangular cavity at the ends which have the function of absorbing the element oxygen which allows it to multiply at a speed equal to 278 minutes in 21 other balls things which determines the speed of its expansion. The center of is active from the electric charge of 1 billion 165,000 particles surrounding the nucleus.

**Impact**

The ions of the "MN" (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) viral cell are made on a very regular field and absorbing the organism's energy, based on the agent iron which is formed from bulbs in the form of gas residing in the walls of the blood vessels; Iron agent activates the oxygenation of the organism. In a parallel position, viral radioactivity is shown to reveal itself at the level of the bone system and destroys the resistance of cells while causing dilation at the level of the atoms forming bone tissue. The virus shows itself to leak at the bone level and destroy the resistance of the cells while causing dilation at the level of the atoms forming the bone tissues. The radioactive activity of the virus is very resistant at the level of the cardiac system, although the rhythm seems very little variable, the energy activating the arterial cells is compensated at the blood level. The blood feeds from the organic cell wall which projects a viscous substance that feeds on food substances in the lymphatic circuit which serves as a stream containing the elements necessary for the body and the toxins released by the blood. The excess of carbon is attributed to immune weakness in the antibodies and subsequently in the nervous system which becomes compressed by the continuous surge of blood pressure = muscle failure. The radioactive intensity will only be operational if the radioactive ion only becomes operational if it feeds on oxygen, which will only be possible with the intersection of the hydrogen molecule. Bulbs of the virus cause the O2 molecules to expand and the protective atmospheric radioactive ions to explode which causes viral contamination. The radioactive activity of the virus affects the gray matter and the blood causing multiple inflammations in the body. It is very resistant at the level of the cardiac system, although the rhythm seems very little variable, the energy activating the arterial cells at the blood level is blocked by a failure of the potassium agent which appears in the form of energetic sparks in the blood form of compression and decompression of the body. The Impact acts on the organism's energy and the organism's cell. The organism's energy is slackened as soon as toxins coil up with carbon, the agent that weakens the activity of the O2 agent, and deflects the body into iron deficiency. The "MN" (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) viral cell is shown to leak at the bone level and destroy the resistance of the cells while causing dilation at the level of the atoms forming the bone tissue. The radioactive activity of the "MN" (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) viral cell is very resistant at the level of the cardiac system, although the rhythm seems very little variable, the energy activating the arterial cells is compensated for in the blood and blocked by a failure of the potassium agent which presents itself. In the form of energetic sparks in the form of a compressing and decompressing body it is the energy B which is the essence of the cardiac mechanism. This failure causes relaxation of vital tissues at the level of the blood speed which
Figure 1: Interplanetary solar system.

Figure 2: Body energetic circuit.
becomes greater than the magnetic pressure of the arterial pump of the blood circuit. When oxygenation to this nerve is blocked, it causes dysfunction in the blood, which causes failure in the respiratory system. The organism’s cell multiplication is well organized and takes place constantly as long as the body energies are operational correctly. The “MN” (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) viral cell interference, a failure occurs laterally with increasing blood velocity with each uncontrolled pulse. The organs’ failure at the starting point of the “MN” (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) viral cell is located in the respiratory organs. In a parallel position, it attacks the bone system and destroys the resistance of the cells while causing dilation at the level of the atoms forming the bone tissues. The blood feeds from this wall which projects a viscous substance feeding on food substances of the lymphatic circuit which serves as a stream containing the elements necessary for the body and the toxins released by the blood. The excess of carbon is attributed to immune weakness in the antibodies and subsequently in the nervous system which becomes compressed by the continuous surge of blood pressure and affects the muscle system. The deficiency takes place as does the total shutdown of certain organs. An energy deficit causes a counterbalance and goes as far as destroying the bone balance by eliminating the magnetic energy of the human body. “MN” (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) viral cell is rich in the atmospheric radioactive agent when combined with the agent Sulfur becomes infectious in the blood.

The Symptoms

The symptoms listed below are concluded from the effects of the components of the virus. The toxicity of the virus dissolves in plasma, blood and hemoglobin. Lowers the level of oxygen in the blood; rapid breathing and pulse, slight muscle in coordination; Emotional disturbances, abnormal exhaustion, difficulty breathing; Nausea, vomiting, loss of motor skills, collapse and possible loss of consciousness; Convulsions, shortness of breath, pulmonary collapse; Damage likely to affect all organs and the central nervous system and the brain; Tissue damage Methemoglobinemia which in turn produces oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric iron. In normal hemoglobin, the nucleus will bind a ferrous iron (Fe2+) which will bind oxygen. In the case of methemoglobinemia, the nucleus will bind a ferric iron (3+) which is unable to bind oxygen; Discoloration of the skin and mucous membranes, headache, dizziness, Irritations; Irritation of the eyes, throat, painful cough, shortness of breath, and effusion of fluid in the lungs; Fatigue, loss of appetite, headache, memory loss and dizziness, loss of smell; Irritation of the respiratory system; Paralysis of the diaphragm from the first inhalation, rapid asphyxiation; Rapid loss of consciousness, cessation of breathing and death.

Conclusion

The Mechanism of viral transmission starts with an atmospheric Stage: Crash of the virus of the atmosphere in the aquatic energy network while enveloping itself in walls which allow it to resist the aquatic environment and to make its crossing in the aquatic energy to the EST which is point the start-up of the viral Path crash point. Followed by an aquatic stage: the virus sneaks into the depths thanks to its energetic molecular composition rich in Hydrogen, the low temperature favors its survival, the necessary time to capture its adopted nest of a marine animal Candidate that has a favorable morphology and environment and finally the Land stage: this stage includes an expansion segment: The Pandemic occurs by transfer of the virus from the atmospheric path to the Land path through the aquatic path. This theory shows relativity in the pandemic trajectory made it and still making it continuous and progressive in its expansion.
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